
Shenandoah County Department of Fire and Rescue 
Standard Operating Guidelines 
________________________________________________________________ 
  
Section #/Title:     Section 7 Operations 
  
Article #/Title:      7.5  Mayday Operations 
  
Effective Date:     November 16, 2004 
  
Applies To:  [ ] Volunteer   [ ] Career  [ X ] Both 
  
Purpose:  To identify the roles and responsibilities of all parties 

involved at an incident when Mayday is transmitted. 
________________________________________________________________ 
  
 
I. Fire Ground Responsibilities 
 

When a Mayday situation exists, it is expected of all firefighters to remain 
disciplined and continue their present assignment. The only team to 
respond initially to a Mayday will be the Rapid Intervention Team (RIT). All 
other companies operating must continue their assignment or report back 
to staging for another job assignment. 
 

II. Declaring a Mayday 
 

A. When emergency responder identifies that he/she or a member of 
their team is lost, trapped, disoriented, or injured and in need of 
assistance. He/she if possible must transmit a verbal message on 
the working channel to command and state:  MAYDAY   MAYDAY  
MAYDAY 

 
B. Individual reporting shall report all information possible; i.e. 

(location, unit number, name, assignment, resources needed, 
number of personnel trapped) 

 
C. Pass device shall be activated and the distressed firefighter shall 

remain on the working channel. 
 

D.   Lost or trapped fighters shall remain together, if conditions permit. 
 
III.  Command Response to Mayday 

 
A.   After receiving a Mayday all radio traffic must cease immediately.      

Only traffic pertinent to the Mayday will be permitted on the working  



channel. 
 

B.   Immediately conducts a Personnel Accountability Roll Call (PAR) to  
identify and locate the lost or trapped firefighter. If PAR does not 
work the OIC may want to have an apparatus blast their air horn 3 
blasts, 3 times to evacuate the building or incident. An assigned 
fire-ground officer may also do this visually to get accountability by 
using the board to find personnel assignments and tags. 
 
The Rapid Intervention Team needs to be committed to the most 
appropriate location to initiate a rescue. 

 
Command shall notify dispatch that a Mayday has been declared.  

 
An additional channel will be needed to run fire-ground activities, 
only the IC and RIT will remain on primary fire-ground.  
 
The IC may appoint a fire-ground and/or RIT officer if needed.  
 
Dispatch needs to dispatch additional company. 

 
Command will notify on all frequencies at the conclusion of Mayday 
event. 

 
IV.  Dispatch Response to Mayday  

 
Dispatch will dedicate the working frequency once the Mayday has 
been declared, to IC, RIT and trapped or lost firefighter. 

 
Immediately dispatch additional company(ies) RIT unit and ALS    
unit(s). 
 
If lost or injured firefighter comes up on an unassigned channel, 
Command shall be advised and dispatch will remain with firefighter 
on that channel. Obtain information if possible. 
 
EMS unit who need help due to a violent patient or other harm to 
the EMS personnel in anyway the EMS crew will call for a SIGNAL 
13. If possible give location of crew. Dispatch will dispatch all law 
enforcement units in the area without question. 

 


